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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

OFFICE OF AVIATION ENFORCEMENT AND PROCEEDINGS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

 

------------------------------------------------------ ) 

 ) 

Scott J. Reiners, ) 

     third-party complainant ) 

 ) 

v.  )  Docket DOT-OST-2020-____ 

 ) 

United Airlines, Inc. )  

 )  

------------------------------------------------------ ) 

COMPLAINT OF SCOTT J. REINERS 

Comments with respect to this document should be addressed to: 

Scott J. Reiners 

277 Saint Pauls Avenue 

Jersey City, NJ 07306 

E-mail: scottreiners@gmail.com 

 

Dated: June 5, 2020 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

OFFICE OF AVIATION ENFORCEMENT AND PROCEEDINGS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

 

------------------------------------------------------ ) 

 ) 

Scott J. Reiners ) 

     third-party complainant ) 

 ) 

v.  )  Docket DOT-OST-2020-____ 

 ) 

United Airlines, Inc. )  

 )  

------------------------------------------------------ ) 

COMPLAINT OF SCOTT J. REINERS 

1. This complaint arises out of the cancellation of UA 121 scheduled for July 

25, 2020 from BCN to EWR, and the refusal by United Airlines to provide a refund for 

passengers Scott J. Reiners and Ruslan Flek ticketed on this flight, pursuant to DOT 

guidance on refunds.
1
  

I. FACTS 

A. Booking 

2. On September 2, 2019, Scott J. Reiners purchased a multi-city itinerary 

ticket on United.com for two passengers (himself and Ruslan Flek) for the price of 

$1,749.56 ($874.93 per passenger). The confirmation number for this booking was 

BYTB11 and the eTicket numbers were 0162470654790 (Scott J. Reiners) and 

0162470654791 (Ruslan Flek).  

The flight itinerary consisted of the following two flights (please see the attachments 

                                                 
1
 See: https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds 
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hereto for copies of the flight itinerary and receipt): 

July 2, 2020: UA 70 EWR-AMS Nonstop departing at 6:15pm  

July 25, 2020 UA 121 BCN-EWR Nonstop departing at 11:15am 

B. Cancellation  

3. In April of 2020, United Airlines canceled Flight UA 121 from BCN to 

EWR.  

C. Current Status 

4. In April of 2020, Scott J. Reiners completed an application on United.com 

to request a refund for this ticket, post-cancellation. Tracking number 30391123 was 

assigned to this request. 

5. In May of 2020, an agent from United Airlines called Scott J. Reiners to 

offer an alternative flight to cancelled flight UA 121. Cancelled flight UA 121 was a 

nonstop flight departing BCN at 11:15 am; the alternative flight departs BCN several 

hours earlier and has a connection in Frankfurt, Germany. The alternative flight would 

require that passengers leave Barcelona much earlier, fly to a third country, wait for a 

connection, and then fly to Newark, with a scheduled arrival in Newark that is later than 

UA 121 would have arrived, despite leaving several hours earlier. Scott J. Reiners 

declined to accept the alternative flight because it was not an acceptable alternative and 

would have constituted a significant schedule change. Scott J. Reiners requested a refund 

from the agent on the phone, who advised that since a request for a refund had already 

been initiated, passengers should wait for a resolution of that request. 

6. On May 31, 2020, United emailed Scott J. Reiners to deny the request for 

a refund. A copy of that email is attached hereto. A screenshot of the status on 
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https://www.united.com/en/us/refunds which shows the denial of a refund is also attached 

hereto. 

7. On June 1, 2020, Scott J. Reiners contacted United Airlines Social Care 

Team on Twitter to request clarification about the denial of refund and cite the DOT 

guidance that “A passenger is entitled to a refund if the airline cancelled a flight, 

regardless of the reason, and the passenger chooses not to travel.” (See: 

https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds.) 

United Airlines Social Care Team confirmed that while Flight UA 121 on July 25 had 

been “removed” (their term), they were unwilling to provide a refund for a canceled 

nonstop flight because they had offered an alternative connecting flight at a significantly 

different time and that had been rejected by the passenger. Scott J. Reiners re-iterated that 

the DOT guidance simply said that a passenger “A passenger is entitled to a refund if the 

airline cancelled a flight, regardless of the reason, and the passenger chooses not to 

travel” and no exception was made for an airline to provide alternative flights that were at 

different times and included connections. United Airlines Social Care Team denied the 

request anyway. Screenshots of those communications are attached hereto. 

8. On June 4, 2020, Scott J. Reiners called United Airlines customer support 

and spoke to two different agents and made the same points that were made to United 

Airlines Social Care Team on June 1. Scott J. Reiners cited the DOT guidance again: “A 

passenger is entitled to a refund if the airline cancelled a flight, regardless of the reason, 

and the passenger chooses not to travel.”
2
 Both agents confirmed that although UA 121 

was canceled, United Airlines would not be providing a refund to passengers. The agents 

further stated that United Airlines had not provided any way for its agents to issue 

                                                 
2
 See: https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds 

https://www.united.com/en/us/refunds
https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds
https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds
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refunds for this circumstance – in other words, even if the agents wanted to issue a 

refund, they could not do it.  

II. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

A. DOT Guidance mandates a refund when the carrier cancels a flight 

9. DOT guidance on refunds for cancelled flights says the following: “A 

passenger is entitled to a refund if the airline cancelled a flight, regardless of the reason, 

and the passenger chooses not to travel.”
3
 

10. UA Flight 121 scheduled for July 25, 2020 was canceled; however, United 

Airlines refuses to provide refunds to passengers who choose not to travel on alternative 

connecting flights, in contravention of the DOT guidance. 

B. United Airlines is violating the DOT guidance on refunds by refusing to 

provide refunds for flights canceled by United Airlines 

11. It is clear from multiple attempts to communicate with United Airlines 

about the status of a refund request or Scott J. Reiners re: canceled flight UA 121 on July 

25, 2020 that United Airlines is intentionally disregarding the DOT guidance on refunds. 

United Airlines is engaged in willful disregard of federal guidance and regulations and 

withholding monies due to U.S. passengers.  

C. United Airlines has failed to update its agent for service of process after the 

departure of its previously-designated agent 

12. United Airlines has failed to comply with the DOT Notice of August 2, 

2002
4
 which requires that it “maintain an up-to-date designation of an agent for service of 

notice and process with the Department of Transportation (Department), as required by 

49 U.S.C. § 46103.” This failure on the part of United Airlines caused me to erroneously 

                                                 
3
 See: https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds 

4
 See: https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/20020802_2.pdf 

 

https://www.transportation.gov/individuals/aviation-consumer-protection/refunds
https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/20020802_2.pdf
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file a complaint with the incorrect agent and waste several hours in the research and 

preparation of this complaint. 

13. I ask that the Department of Transportation: 

(1) Exercise its authority under 49 USC 41712 to open an investigation of 

United Airlines for having engaged in the unfair or deceptive practices 

described above; 

(2) Order United Airlines to provide  to the DOT and to me all notes, PNR 

annotations, call recordings, credit card dispute records, and other 

materials prepared by its systems and its staff in the course of the 

discussions herein;  

(3) Order United Airlines to comply with applicable DOT regulations; 

(4) Order United Airlines to refund to ticket purchasers all $1,749.56. 

(5) Require United Airlines to search its records for other customers 

similarly situated, including those who complained about United 

Airlines’ failure to provide refunds for canceled flights, and require 

United Airlines to provide the details of such customers and 

complaints to DOT;  

(6) Require United Airlines to update its agent for service of process and 

impose fines pursuant to its failure to do so
5
 

(7) Impose appropriate civil penalties on United Airlines. 

 

 

                                                 
5
 See: https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/20020802_2.pdf 
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Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ 

Scott J. Reiners  
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Attachments hereto: 

 Receipt issued September 2, 2019 

 United Itinerary issued September 2, 2019 

 Email from United Refunds, dated May 31, 2020 

 Screenshot of status (denial) of United Refund request number 30391123 

 Screenshot 1 of communication with United Social Care Team  

 Screenshot 2 of communication with United Social Care Team  

 Screenshot 3 of communication with United Social Care Team  
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Certificate of Service 

 

I hereby certify that I have, this 5th day of June, 2020 caused a copy of the foregoing 

Complaint to be served by electronic mail on the following persons: 

Hershel Kamen
6
 hershel.kamen@united.com 

Jim Conneely james.conneely@united.com 

Marc L. Warren mwarren@jenner.com 

Kimberly Graber, Esq. kimberly.graber@dot.gov 

Blane Workie, Esq. blane.workie@dot.gov 

Robert Gorman, Esq. robert.gorman@dot.gov 

 

      /s/ 

      _____________________ 

      Scott J. Reiners 

                                                 
6
 Based on DOT-OST-2020-0048-0005, it appears that United has failed to update its 

agent for service of process. Consequently, I have also served the individuals listed on 

document DOT-OST-2020-0048-0005 which I believe is United's most recent filing with 

DOT.  

 

mailto:james.conneely@united.com

